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Abstract  

 

Objectives: The study was planned to evaluate the role of morphometric analysis of foramen magnum in determining 

sexual dimorphism. Also, we have compared the measurement of foramen magnum with age of individual. Material & 

Methods: study was retrospectively and scans of CBCT were retrieved from archives of department. Length and width of 

foramen magnum in adults was measured. The data was statistically analyzed. Results: Mean length and width of 

foramen magnum was greater in males (34.65mm, 31.22mm) as compare to females (33.59mm, 30.11mm) and it was 

statistically significant (p<0.05). Mean length decreased in dimension i.e. from 35.22mm to 33.73mm as age progressed 

(18-60 years). Conclusion: Sexual dimorphism can be determined using foramen magnum dimensions. However, age 

estimation by morphometric analysis of foramen magnum requires more research. 
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INTRODUCTION 
It is very strenuous to determine gender in 

anonymous skeletons. In explosions, warfare and other 

mass disasters, identification may be extremely difficult 

because of mutilation of skeleton [1]. The skull, pelvis 

and femora play a vital role in radiological 

determination of gender. Radiography can give accurate 

dimensions for which certain formulae can be applied 

to determine gender [2]. The length and the height of 

the head, the circumference of the head, the 

circumference of the occipital condyles and the foramen 

magnum (FM) have been used to determine gender in 

unidentifiable human remains [3-8]. 

 

The FM is an important landmark of the skull 

base that’s why it has been a particular interest in 

anthropology, anatomy, forensic medicine and other 

medical fields. Catalina Herrera [9] indicated that the 

sagittal and transverse dimensions of the FM were 

significantly higher in human male than in human 

female skulls. Zaidi and Dayal[10] classified a sample 

of Indian skulls according to the shape and dimensions 

of the FM, reporting gender differences which were 

similar to those reported among Brazilian skulls[11]. 

 

The foramen magnum is the largest opening 

located in the median plane of the cranial cavity. The 

structure is completely surrounded by 4 principal 

components of the occipital bone, the supra-occipital 

part of the squama posteriorly, the basilar part 

anteriorly, and by two lateral parts on the right and left 

sides [12, 13]. These elements are connected by 

symmetrical posterior and anterior intra-occipital 

synchondroses. Fusion of the posterior synchondroses 

takes place at 2–4 years of age, while the anterior 

synchondroses start to fuse at the same age but 

continues until the age of 5–7[14]. The basilar part is 

also connected anteriorly with the body of the sphenoid 

bone by the spheno-occipital (sphenobasilar) 

synchondrosis, which disappears between the ages of 

16–22 for males and 11–19 for females [15]. 

 

Variations of the shape of FM have got 

diagnostic, clinical and radiological importance [16, 

17]. Also there exists some correlation between the 

shape of FM and ancestry of an individual. The 
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dimensions of FM have clinical importance because the 

vital structures that pass through it may suffer 

compression as in cases of FM achondroplasia [18] and 

FM brain herniation [19, 20].  

 

Present study, involves the assessment of 

morphometry, sexual dimorphism and age changes with 

the help of dimensions of foramen magnum in different 

subjects through CBCT imaging. This study may be 

plausible for the further use of CBCT imaging 

technology in forensics, as well as to further legitimize 

the aspect of foramen magnum in forensic sex 

determination. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This study was carried out in the Department 

of Oral Medicine and Radiology, King George’s 

Medical University, Lucknow, India. The study was 

retrospective study performed after deleting 

individual’s name from the scans. The measurements of 

foramen magnum were performed prospectively on 

CBCT scan of 200 subjects. Only high-quality 

reconstructed images were selected. Low quality 

images with blurring or artifact caused by metallic 

objects and scans that were not covering the entire 

extent of the foramen magnum were excluded also, 

scans of subjects with history of trauma, surgery or any 

other pathological lesion (congenital/acquired). 

 

The cone beam images were performed using 

Care stream 9300 CS CBCT machine. The patient was 

placed in a position so that the Frankfort horizontal 

plane was perpendicular to the head to obtain a 

consistent orientation of sagittal images. The CBCT 

images were obtained at 90 Kvp, 4 mA for 6.3 seconds 

at FOV (17x6) voxel size of 200. After the completion 

of raw data, the subject left the examination room and 

the radiologist was able to perform the primary 

reconstruction. After data collection, the data was 

analyzed statistically. 

 

RESULTS 
The demographic data showed that the present 

study population was 200 (n=200), males were 55% out 

of which mostly were in the age group of 21-35 years 

however females were 45% out of which mainly were 

in 21-35 years age group. The unpaired t-test was 

performed to evaluate the comparison between 

dimensions of foramen magnum with age and sex. 

 

It was observed that length of foramen 

magnum varied from 26.8-42mm with mean length of 

34.17mm and on the other hand width of foramen 

magnum varied from 24.5-39.7mm with mean length of 

30.72mm. 

 

On comparing the mean length of foramen 

magnum with gender, it was found that mean length 

was greater in males (34.65mm) as compare to females 

(33.59mm) and it was statistically significant (p<0.05) 

where as on comparing the mean width of foramen 

magnum with gender, it was found that mean width was 

greater in males (31.22mm) as compare to females 

(30.11mm) and it was statistically significant (p<0.05). 

 

On comparing the mean length of foramen 

magnum with age of individual, it was observed that as 

the age progressed, mean length decreased in dimension 

i,e subjects below 18 years had the highest (35.22mm) 

while subjects above 60 years had the lowest 

(33.73mm) however it was not found to be statistically 

significant. On contrary, on comparing the mean width 

of foramen magnum we couldn't find the same findings 

as found in mean length. The subjects between 36-60 

years had the highest mean width (30.93mm) where as 

lowest found in subjects below 18 years (30.06mm) and 

it was not significant. 

 

DISCUSSION 
In explosions, warfare, and other mass 

disasters like aircraft crashes, recognition and sex 

determination is not simple. The study of 

anthropometric characteristics is of primary importance 

while solving troubles related to identification. 

Craniometric features are included among these 

characteristics, which are closely connected to forensic 

medicine since they can be used to aid in identifying an 

individual from a skull found detached from its 

skeleton[21]. 

 

In the field of forensics, the study of 

anthropometric characteristics is of vital importance 

when resolving problems related to identification and 

documentation. Next to the pelvis, the skull is used for 

sex determination; however the determination of the sex 

from skull is not reliable until puberty [22]. 

Interestingly, compared to other skeletal elements, the 

foramen magnum reaches its adult size rather early in 

childhood [23] and is therefore unlikely to respond to 

significant secondary sexual changes thereby explaining 

the degree of sexual dimorphism of foramen magnum 

dimensions. Also biomechanically, there is no 

musculature acting upon the shape and size of the 

foramen magnum, making its principal function to 

allow the passage of vital structures into and out of the 

cranium, particularly the medulla oblongata, which 

occupies the greatest proportion of the foraminal space 

[24]. Since the nervous system develops and reaches 

maturity at a very young age in comparison to other 

body systems, it imparts no change in the dimensions of 

the foramen magnum. This is evidenced by the 

completion of fusion of the different elements of the 

occipital bone by 5-7 years of age and completion of 

fusion in the C1 centres by 5-6 years of age[25]. 

 

Variability in the size and shape of the FM has 

been described by many studies in the literature [26-

29]. Catalina-Herrera et al.[30] revealed significant 

differences between males and females for sagittal and 

transverse diameters of the FM and the values of males 
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were larger than those of females. Gapert et al.[24] 

demonstrated statistically significant differences 

between males’ and females’ skulls in FM dimensions 

using discriminant function and regression analysis in 

an eighteenth and nineteenth century British sample. In 

contrast, different studies have not found significant 

sexual dimorphism in the diameters of the FM[26,31]. 

The aforementioned studies were performed with dry 

skulls. However, radiologic images provide several 

measurements without a flesh barrier and imaging 

methods are generally preferred by forensic scientists 

[22,32-35]. 

 

Uysal et al. showed that the length and width 

of the condyle and width of FM diameters were larger 

in males than in females in a Turkish population. They 

found statistically significant differences between males 

and females for width of FM diameters [32], with 

accuracy of 81% in determination of sexual 

dimorphism. Murshed et al.[27] evaluated FM 

dimensions using spiral CT and found that sagittal and 

transverse diameters and also area of the FM were 

significantly greater in males than in females for a 

Turkish population. Uthman et al.[22] measured sagittal 

and transverse diameters, area, and circumference of the 

FM in an Iraqi population and reported that the 

examination of the FM on CT scans can provide 

valuable measurements and these images could be used 

for sexual dimorphism when other methods are 

inconclusive. Abdel Karim et al.[36] revealed that the 

length and width of the FM are significantly larger in 

males than in females for an Egyptian population. Ilgüy 

et al.[33] found that the accuracy rate of FM 

measurements was 87.4% in females and 77.3% in 

males, with an overall accuracy rate of 83.2% on CBCT 

images in sex determination of a Turkish population. 

 

Where as in the present study it was observed 

that that length of foramen magnum varied from 26.8-

42mm with mean length of 34.17mm and on the other 

hand width of foramen magnum varied from 24.5-

39.7mm with mean length of 30.72mm. 

 

On comparing the mean length of foramen 

magnum with gender , it was found that mean length 

was greater in males (34.65mm)  as compare to females 

(33.59mm) and it was statistically significant (p<0.05) 

where as on comparing the mean width of foramen 

magnum with gender , it was found that mean width 

was greater in males (31.22mm)  as compare to females 

(30.11mm) and it was statistically significant 

(p<0.05).So, this study enlighten the role of foramen 

magnum in sexual dimorphism. 

 

No other study in current literature emphasized 

on the age relation with the dimensions of foramen 

magnum except this study which states that as the age 

progressed, mean length decreased in dimension i,e 

subjects below 18 years had the highest (35.22mm) 

while subjects above 60 years had the lowest 

(33.73mm) but it was not significant. Thus, to some 

extent we could say that there was some correlation of 

length of foramen magnum with age. But On contrary, 

on comparing the mean width of foramen magnum we 

couldn't find the same findings as found in mean length. 

The subjects between 36-60 years had the highest mean 

width (30.93mm) where as lowest found in subjects 

below 18 years (30.06mm) and it was not significant. 

 

Thus, more studies should be done for finding 

the correlation between age and dimensions of foramen 

magnum. Therefore, the present study was pioneer 

study in itself which emphasizes the age with 

dimensions of foramen magnum and hopefully it 

enlightens anthropologists, morphologists and clinical 

anatomists. 
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